The IAMG is truly an international institution, as its name suggests. This year’s Annual Conference was in New Delhi (see p. 8-9) and attracted people from many countries all over the globe. The venues of our conferences also reflect the international flavor: in the last five years we have gathered in the USA (California), Hungary, Austria, Australia (Queensland), and Spain. Europe seems to be a more frequent destination - Freiberg in Germany (see p. 5 and 15) next year. And the 35th IGC in South Africa (p. 15) will include the IAMG in 2016; with that conference we will have been on every continent except Antarctica.

The leadership of the IAMG also shows a wide variety of nationalities. The Executive Committee comes from China, UK (N. Ireland), USA, and Canada, and the two vice-presidents from Chile and Germany. The Councilors represent France, China, Australia, and South Africa. Even the editors of our journals are spread across USA, Canada, Australia and Germany.

This was not always the case. For many years most of the IAMG leaders were located in the USA. Starting in 2000 the Canadians were on the rise until 2008. On the other hand, the countries of origin for the Councilors have always been quite varied; this is intentional and furthered by selecting candidates for council election to reflect the demographics of the IAMG.

Being “international” in leadership and membership is also a good thing in the age of globalisation. IAMG is increasingly pursuing affiliation and association with other scientific institutions and organisations. As Quming Cheng describes in the Forum (p. 3) we have ties to the IUGS, AAPG, ISI, and have been invited to seek affiliation with the IUGG. In extending our global outreach we have been involved with the International Year of Mathematics of Planet Earth (MPE), Earth Science Matters (ESM) and YES, the Young Earth Scientists Network (p. 4).

Young scientists are, of course, important for the continued growth of our organisation. One effort has been to increase the number of IAMG Student Chapters. We now have nine chapters on three continents (p. 6) in China, India, Germany, France, The Netherlands, USA, and Canada. Student chapters can receive financial support from IAMG and are often visited by our Distinguished Lecturers. In addition, IAMG, through its journals awards, gives research money to selected students (p. 6), and also awards travel grants for students to attend scientific meetings.

Not only do we have members in many countries around the world, but many have moved back and forth across the oceans to make their home in different countries. One is your editor, another is John Tipper, recently retired, whose life journey is described on page 8 and who has lived on three continents and in five countries.

Thinking globally, I wish everyone a good, healthy and successful New Year, whenever this might be in your country or culture.

Harald S. Poelchau

The mission of the IAMG is to promote, worldwide, the advancement of mathematics, statistics and informatics in the Geosciences.

2015 IAMG Awards!

The Association invites all members to submit nominations for the **Felix Chayes Prize** and for the **Andrei Borisovich Vistelius Award**

**Deadline: January 31, 2015**

For details about prerequisites for nominations please see the IAMG web site [http://www.iamg.org/](http://www.iamg.org/) and click on Awards.

There is also a list of past recipients and their laudations on the web site. Please have a look at it before sending your nominations!

The (informal) documents which should accompany a proposal are:

- a short statement summarizing the relevant qualifications of the nominee
- a curriculum vitae of the nominee

**Nobody gets an award without a nomination, so please support your colleague when you believe she or he deserves an award by submitting a nomination.**

Nominations can be submitted by a single person or by a group. The laudations written over the last few years and published in Mathematical Geosciences are a good source of inspiration on how to write a nomination.

Nominations can be submitted via e-mail (jackswo@c.q) or sent to:

**John H. Schuenemeyer - Chairman, IAMG Awards Committee**
Southwest Statistical Consulting, LLC
960 Sligo St
Cortez, CO 81321 USA

Nominations for other Awards may also be submitted at any time.
Officers of the Executive Committee

President: Qiuming Cheng
Dept. of Earth and Space Science and Engineering,
York University, 4700 Keele Street, Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3,
Canada, Tel: +1 416 736 2010 (Ext: 22842), Fax: +1 416 736 5817,
E-mail: qiuming@yorku.ca

Executive Vice President: Jennifer McKinley
School of Geography, Archaeology and Palaeoecology,
Queen’s University, Belfast BT7 1NN, UK
Tel. 44 (0)28 90973827, E-mail: j.mckinley[at]qub.ac.uk

Secretary General: Frits P. Agterberg
Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth St., Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0E8, Canada
Tel: +1 613 996-2374, Fax: +1 613 996-3726,
E-mail: agterber@nrcan.gc.ca

Treasurer: David R. Collins
IAMG, PO Box 442504, Lawrence, KS 66044-7504, USA
Phone: 785-842-6092, E-mail: drc_iamg@hotmail.com

Other Voting Council Members

Past President: Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn
Universitat de Girona, Dpt. D’Informatica i Matematica Aplicada,
Campus Montilivi P4, E-17071 Girona, Spain
Tel: +34 972 418 170, Fax +34 972 418 792
E-mail: vera.pawlowsky[at]judged.edu

Vice Presidents:
Julian Ortiz, Department of Mining Engineering,
Universidad de Chile, Av. Tupper 2069, Santiago, Chile
Phone: 56-2-987-4585, E-mail: jortiz[at]ing.uchile.cl

Raimon Tolosana-Delgado, Geoscience Mathematics and Informatics,
TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Gustav-Zeuner-Str. 12,
09599 Freiberg, Germany
E-mail: r.tolosana[at]hzdr.de

Editors

Computers & Geosciences: Jef Caers
Stanford University, Dept. of Energy Resources Engineering,
Green Earth Sciences Bldg., Stanford, CA 94305-2220, USA
Tel: 650-723-1774, fax: 650-725-2099, E-mail: jcaers[at]stanford.edu

Geoderma: Edser Pebesma
Institut für Geoinformatik, Heisenbergstraße 2, D-48149 Münster,
Germany, Tel: +49 251 83-30081, edser.pebesma[at]uni-muenster.de

Geostatistics & Geology: Roussos Dimitriakopoulos
Department of Mining, Metals and Materials Engineering,
McGill University, Montreal H3A 2A7, Canada
Tel: +1 514 398-4986, E-mail: roussos.dimitriakopoulos@mcgill.ca

Natural Resources Research: John Carranza
School of Earth and Environmental Sciences,
James Cook University, Townsville, QLD 4811, Australia
E-mail: john.carranza@jcu.edu.au

IAMG Monograph Series: Jo Anne DeGraffenreid
P.O. Box 353, Baldwin City, KS 66006-0353, USA
Tel: +1 785 594 6024, E-mail: msdeg@mchsi.com

IAMG Newsletter and Website: Harald S. Poechau
10773 Lanett Circle, Dallas, TX 75238, USA
Tel: 214-221-1080, E-mail: hsp.iamg@inbox.com

Archivist
Graeme F. Bonham-Carter, Geological Survey of Canada,
601 Booth St., Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0E8, Canada
Tel: +1 613 996 3387, Fax: +1 613 996 3726
E-mail: Graeme.bc1[at]atgml.gov

Councillors

Guillaume Caumon, École Nationale Supérieure de Géologie,
Rue du Doyen Roubault, BP 40
F-54501 Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy Cedex, France
Phone: (33) 3 83 59 64 40; Fax (33) 3 83 69 64 40
E-mail: Guillaume.Caumon@univ-lorraine.fr

Yongqing Chen, School of Earth & Mineral Resources,
China University of Geosciences Beijing,
29Xueyuan Road, Beijing 100083, China
E-mail: cugb_yqchen[dot]126.com

Liu Gang, Faculty of Computer Science, China University of
Geoscience, Wuhan, Hubei Province, 430074, China
Phone: +86-27-67883087, E-mail: liugang67[dot]163.com

E. June Hill, CSIRO, CESRE,
PO Box 1130, Bentley, WA 6102
Tel: +61 8 6436 8651, fax: +61 8 6436 8555
E-mail: June.Hill[dot]at[csiro.au]

Special IGC Councilor: Christien Thiart
University of Cape Town, Department of Statistical Sciences,
Private Bag, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa
Tel: 27-21-650-3223, fax: 27-21-650-4773
E-mail: christien.thiart[at]uct.ac.za

Committee Chairs

Awards Committee: Jack Schuenemeyer
Southwest Statistical Consulting, LLC
960 Sligo St.,
Cortez, CO 81321, USA
Tel/Fax +1 970 565-0179
E-mail: jacksWSC[dot]q.com

Curriculum Quality Committee: Julián Ortiz
see address on left

Lectures Committee: Jennifer McKinley
see address on left

Meetings Committee: Ricardo Olea
U.S. Geological Survey,
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive, MS 956, Reston, VA 20192, USA
Tel.: 703-648-6414, Fax: 703-648-6419
E-mail: rolea[dot]usgs.gov

Outreach Committee: Frits P. Agterberg
see address on left

Publications Committee: Eric Grunsky
Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth Street, Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0E8, Canada, Tel: +1 613 992 7258
Fax: +1 613 996 3726, E-mail: egrunsky[at]gmail.com

Students Affairs Committee: Helmut Schaeben
Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg,
Bernhard-von-Cotta Str. 2,
09596 Freiberg, Germany
E-mail: schaeben[dot]geo[dot]tu-freiberg.de

Historian

Dan F. Merriam, Kansas Geological Survey, University of Kansas,
1930 Constant Avenue, Lawrence, KS 66047, U.S.A.
Tel: (785) 864-2127, Fax: (785) 864-5317
E-mail: dmerriam[at]kgs.ukans.edu
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Mathematical Geosciences contribute to fundamental science and technology in response to critical earth science issues facing humans in the 21st Century.

A memorial article in a local newspaper in Bolton reminds us of the severe flood disaster which occurred 60 years ago, took 81 lives and left 4000 families homeless in Ontario, Canada. The flood was caused by Hurricane Hazel, the deadliest and costliest hurricane of the 1954 Atlantic hurricane season, which killed as many as 1,000 people in Haiti and 95 in the United States before it struck Canada. Bolton, a small town located along the Humber River in southern Ontario, is a safe place geologically, away from plate boundaries, mountain ridges, large scale faults and ocean coasts. However, there have been several flood disasters, originating from tropical storms, hurricanes and lake-effect snowfall. Damages caused by extreme events such as earthquakes, tsunamis, landslides, volcanoes, hurricanes and floods are increasingly threatening to humans. The mechanisms of these types of singular events are not fully understood. New technologies need to be developed for prediction, monitoring and to provide timely warning to remediate against these problems and for designing cost-effective infrastructure capable of withstanding disasters. The fundamental questions involved in all these important earth science issues facing humans in the 21st Century are mathematical in nature.

One of the questions we are asked by the public is “What is Mathematical Geosciences (MG) as a discipline and how can MG make contributions to critical issues of geoscience?” This is a fundamental question we need to fully appreciate. Mathematical Geosciences is not just applications of mathematics and computers to the geosciences. As an interdisciplinary field merging mathematics, computer and geosciences, MG are sciences studying mathematical properties and processes of the Earth and prediction and assessment of its resources and environments. Mathematical subjects such as geometry, calculus, functional analysis, probability and statistics provide essential theory and methods to be used in quantitative study of the Earth ranging from geometry and dynamics of the Earth and uncertainties of measurement, to observation and prediction of earth events. MG has made indispensable contributions in these fields of geoscience. Examples include: the mathematical models of the Earth’s shape which serve as the foundation of geodesy, GPS, remote sensing (RS) and geographical information systems (GIS), the fast growing field of geomatics; the mathematical modeling of mantle convection serving as the foundation of plate tectonics, the most notable development of earth science in the last century; mathematical symmetry and symmetry operations as principles of mineralogy and crystallography, the foundation of solid earth science; mathematical and statistical modeling of uncertainty and error bars in isotope geochemistry and the geological time scale; mathematical modeling and uncertainty in the prediction of climate change, the most pressing issue of the geosciences; probability theory and stochastic models of prediction of energy and mineral resources, highly demanded by many nations for economic and societal development; and geo-complexity theory such as fractal, multifractals, chaos and self-similarity for modelling and predicting singular events and extreme phenomenal issues.

The International Association for Mathematical Geosciences (IAMG) has earned a reputation for prompting and fostering its members to make contributions to science. Original and significant studies have been published in IAMG journals, books and conference proceedings. In addition, a large body of works is documented elsewhere in publications which cover almost every math subject and aspect of geosciences ranging from statistical data analysis, geometrical modeling, dynamics and processes simulation, to prediction and assessment of Earth systems. Applications include not only conventional solid earth issues such as assessment of mineral and energy resources, but also hydrology, climate change, water resources, alternative energy resources and environmental issues. IAMG increases its quality of research, education and service and broadens its scope by every possible means including interaction and collaboration through affiliation and association with other international organizations; for example, the International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS), the International Institute of Statistics (ISI), the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) and the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG). While IAMG is increasingly known for its contributions to science and society made by its professional dedicated members, MG as a discipline is not yet recognized and, to some extent, buried in oblivion. There is hardly any hiring of highly qualified personnel in academic institutions or industry with a job title of Mathematical Geoscientist or Geomathematician. As a matter of fact, most of our IAMG members are employed with job titles such as geologists, geophysicists, geochemists, geodesists, computer scientists, mathematicians and GIS specialists instead of geomathematicists or mathematical geoscientists.

University students who are talented in mathematics and want to pursue mathematical geoscience have to enroll in geophysics or other fields simply because MG does not exist in university programs. There are very few interdisciplinary university programs except actuarial science, mathematical physics and mathematics for business, which have mathematics as part of the subject. A common misconception is that learning mathematics can only serve two purposes: either becoming a pure mathematician or mathematics teacher, or as a prerequisite for other careers in engineering, science or business. Thus, IAMG faces significant challenges when promoting MG as a discipline and facilitating training and education of future generations. This is a key challenge for the IAMG to address to enable the Association to grow and become more successful and influential.

The development of modern information technology enables everyone to easily retrieve big data to support their studies via internet and web services in a cloud environment. Access to process huge amounts of data is no longer limited to paid professionals. Moreover, more and more specialized software packages and multi-media teaching and training materials or online courses available in the public domain with Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, provide new ways for self-learning. Online communication, discussion and consultation through the internet in and out of the classroom have become common for students. IAMG will continue to provide support to encourage middle school, high school and university students to develop their curiosity in, passion for and dedication to geosciences.

As William Arthur Ward once said, “If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; if you can dream it, you can become it.”

Qiuming Cheng
Association Business

Honors to Gina Ross, Jo Anne DeGraffenreid and John Tipper

At the recent meeting in New Delhi the IAMG Council passed the following resolution:

“A special merit certificate with plaque will be awarded to Jo Anne DeGraffenreid for her extraordinary services to the Association, especially as Editor of the IAMG Monograph Series.

IAMG Honorary Lifetime Memberships will be offered to Jorgina Ross and John Tipper for their exceptionally important contributions.”

Jo Anne DeGraffenreid edited “Studies in Mathematical Geosciences” from 1990 to 2014 and became the official Editor of this Oxford University Press Monograph Series in 1997. She also served as co-editor of the IAMG News Letter with John Davis from the early 1980s to 1989.

Gina Ross was IAMG Treasurer from 2004 to 2012 and guided IAMG’s finances carefully and successfully through the 2008 financial crisis and recession. She also spearheaded and organized the IAMG 2000 Annual Conference in Cancun, Mexico.

John Tipper served as IAMG Councilor from 1992 to 1996. As Chair of the Education Committee (1992-2000) he led the IAMG’s effort to publish a series called “Studies for Students” in association with the European Journal of Soil Science aimed at making applications of mathematical geology easy to understand for students and geologists new to the subject.

Meetings Committee News

The Committee placed an announcement in the last Newsletter inviting bids to organize IAMG2017. So far, Prof. Phaeden Kyriakidis has contacted the Committee expressing tentative interest to commit. He has joint teaching appointments with the University of California, Santa Barbara, USA, and with the University of the Aegean, Greece. He has suggested three sites: Lesbos and Thessaloniki in Greece and Limassol in Cyprus. In addition, there is interest from the WASM mining engineering department at Curtin University to hold a meeting in Perth, Australia. Also, a new proposal to organize the 2017 Annual Conference in China will be forthcoming. The deadline for IAMG2017 proposals is 16 February 2015. Tentatively, IAMG2018 will be held in the Czech Republic in order to celebrate our 50th Anniversary where IAMG was founded.

The Committee has sent to Council a recommendation supporting a grant of 2,500 € to support the Sixth International Workshop on Compositional Data Analysis to be held in Girona, Spain, 1-5 June 2015. (See announcement on p. 6)

In response to a request by C. Thiart, the IAMG is cosponsoring and financially supporting a geostatistical conference organized by the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy in honor of Danie Krige. The event is intended to take place in Johannesburg from 2 to 4 September 2015. (See back cover for information)

The IAMG Council passed a resolution that the IAMG will cosponsor CoDa-2015, the 6th international workshop on compositional data analysis to be held in Girona, Spain, 1-5 June 2015. Financial support for these meetings will amount to 2,500 Euro (CoDa-2015) and $2,000 US (Danie Krige meeting), respectively.

Christien also sent out invitations to organize sessions at the coming International Geological Congress to be held in Cape Town, South Africa, 27 August to 4 September 2016. Response has not been as enthusiastic as it was for the previous Congress in Brisbane. (See more on the 35th IGC on p. 15)

Outreach Committee

The Outreach Committee was officially established during the IGC in Brisbane in 2012. Frits Agterberg is the Chair with members Graeme Bonham-Carter, Zhijun Chen, Eric Grunsky, Harald Poelchau, Gina Ross, and Faisal Shazad.

Processes taking place in the Present include those resulting in earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides and climate change. IAMG scientists are also concerned with 3-dimensional imaging and modeling of the Earth’s crust that contains the products of processes, which took place millions of years ago. These products include accumulations of valuable substances necessary for the survival of humankind. An important question that needs to be answered in the study of Earth-related processes is: “How reliable are Earth predictions?”

Scientific work involving mathematics is needed to make progress in the Earth prediction fields. Two examples of current research by IAMG scientists are (1) compositional data analysis and (2) local singularity analysis. These two topics were singled out for special consideration from among a list of IAMG potential special outreach topics that included:

- Mathematical resource modeling: petroleum basins and permissive tracts for mineral deposits
- Spatial statistics: variograms and kriging
- Geological hazards: Earthquakes and landslides
- Geological time scale
- Statistics of directional features
- Climate change and Hydrofracturing.

During the past two years, compositional data analysis has been the main topic of collaboration with ESM. Work on this topic still has not been finalized and further reports/publications are expected. Recently, emphasis has shifted to singularity analysis.

IAMG has become formally allied with Young Earth Scientists (YES) as a good way to bring in new young members. Wenlei Wang is our YES representative.

In addition to the IAMG booth originally prepared for the Oslo IGC in 2008 and later put up annually by Ute Herzfeld at the AGU Fall meeting in San Francisco, a new booth was developed in 2012 that is shared with Earth Science Matters and the International Lithosphere Programme. We have already reserved IAMG booth space at the Cape Town IGC in 2016, and plans are being made to take our 2008 booth there for display. The 2012 booth that also was at IAMG 2013 in Madrid continued to travel with Ed de Mulder to various international geoscience meetings including the First International Conference on Geoscience for Politics, Economy and Culture in Tehran (February 2014), and the 3rd YES Congress held in Dar es Salaam (August 2014) where our President presented a keynote address.

New IAMG Brochure

During August 2014 an updated version of the IAMG brochure was prepared by Zhijun Chen and Frits Agterberg. Two thousand copies of it were printed at CUG Wuhan. It was also incorporated into a new IAMG poster already displayed at the Beijing and Xuzhou workshops. The brochure is available on the IAMG website for downloading: http://iamg.org/information-about-iamg.html
The 17th Annual IAMG Conference 2015

This notice is to inform you about some important practical aspects of the next IAMG conference in Freiberg (Saxony, Germany), September 7 to 10. These include: abstract and paper submission and revision flow, booking accommodations and important tips to plan your travel. Of course, all information can be found as well on http://www.iamg2015.de

Important dates:
2014-31-12: deadline for courses and topical session proposal
2015-02-01: short abstract deadline
2015-03-16: notification of abstract acceptance
2015-05-01: short paper submission deadline
2015-06-01: review of short paper returned to authors
2015-07-01: deadline for the final version of short paper

Acceptance of contributions, as well as poster and oral classification, will be based upon the short abstracts. Apart from, or alternative to, the classical session-based submission, corresponding authors will be asked to classify its short abstract into a two-way system of method vs. topic. The list of topics and methods can be found on the website: if your topic or method is not there, tell us! Also, methodological contributions without a specific topic, and multi-topic/multi-method contributions are welcome! In this way, we plan to offer a flexible and comprehensive scientific program, able to accommodate the whole field of mathematical geosciences and geo-informatics.

Accommodations:
Freiberg is a beautiful small city in the middle of the Ore Mountains, one of the most important historical mining regions of Europe. However, its hotel capacity is quite limited, and it will be stretched almost to its limit if the number of conference delegates exceeds the average attendance of the last IAMG meetings. To ensure that as many delegates as possible can be accommodated in Freiberg itself, the organizing committee of IAMG2015 has pre-booked ALL hotels of the city, and a centralized hotel booking system will be offered to registered participants. This pre-booking will last until mid May (2015-05-15), and it does not charge any fee for this service. Participants are encouraged to book before that deadline, because the conference will take place in a period which is still active for tourists. Late participants might find the city hotels fully booked, and be forced to stay in Dresden (and commute by train), or in the outskirts of Freiberg (if having a car).

Traveling to Freiberg:
The most important tip: do not fly to Freiburg! That city lies on the southwestern corner of Germany, quite near to Switzerland and France. Freiberg is in the East, south of Berlin and near Dresden and the Czech Republic. The nearest airport is Dresden, regularly served by several airlines (Lufthansa, Austrian, Swiss, Ethial Regional, AirBerlin, AirFrance/KLM, Vueling/Iberia, Aeroflot, Easyjet and GermanWings) from several airports in Europe (Munich, Frankfurt, Amsterdam, Barcelona, Basel, Dusseldorf, Hamburg, Koln/Bonn, London City, Moscow, Palma de Mallorca, Stuttgart, Vienna and Zurich). Alternatively, EuroCity train connections from Prague and Berlin to Dresden are also very comfortable. From Dresden to Freiberg there are regular regional train connections, twice each hour.

Matheron Lecture at the IAMG2014 in New Delhi

On Monday the 10th October 2014 at the IAMG2014 in New Delhi, India, the Matheron Lecture was presented by Professor Karl Gerald van den Boogaart. The Georges Matheron Lecturer is a scientist with proven research ability in the field of spatial statistics or mathematical morphology. As Professor Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn introduced Gerald she stated how he was an obvious choice for the nomination to present the Matheron lecture. Since Gerald was awarded the Andrei Borisovich Vistelius Research Award in 2003, he has grown in scientific stature and has become highly respected in the Mathematical Geoscience community. The Matheron lecture was entitled ‘Multiple Point Statistics understood in Matheronian Principles’. As Gerald delivered his pioneering, innovative and provoking lecture, he demonstrated why he was a worthy recipient of this honour. In presenting his new theory Gerald challenged the mathematical geoscience community to think more broadly than our own scientific area. It became clear to the audience that this was a seminal moment in the development of mathematical geoscience and a highlight of IAMG2015.

Distinguished Lecturer for 2015

I delivered the IAMG Distinguished Lecture in New Delhi in late October. The title of the talk was “Reflections on Fifty Years in a Small Corner of Geo-Statistics”. I surveyed the history of oil and gas discovery process modeling from its inception in the 1950s to now and, noting that geo-statistics is a handoff area of mathematics and mining extraction methods, I overviewed the evolution of methods for decision making under uncertainty applied to minerals — from C. Jackson Grayson’s very first ever application of decision analysis to drilling decisions by independent oil and gas operators to modern market based evaluation methods. I, of course, repeat a variant of this talk to any group that is interested.

Jef Caers has invited me to talk at Stanford and I am arranging for a talk at the University of Utah. I have not yet finalized travel plans for these talks but am working on them.

Letter to the Editor

What do Mathematical Geoscientists Do?
I’ve commented on this issue before, but it remains a valid issue. Many are engaged in “geostatistical” applications. At the international meeting of the IAMG in 2009 held at Stanford, most of the presentations involved geostatistics. However looking back on my own career, involving successive generations of students in my group at Stanford, we focused mostly on simulating geological sedimentary processes. Some thought we were crazy, but others applauded. This went on for 35 years, from 1964 until 1999. So, there are other fields of application, and in fact many different fields.

Today in the hinterlands, there are some mathematical geoscientists doing very original work involving applications that we’d barely thought about earlier. I’ll mention one of today’s pioneers, whose focus is on mathematical morphology of geological features, B. S. Daya Sagar from the Indian Statistical Institute at the Bangalore Centre. Notably he’s been at it for two decades and has published a lot, including a seminal 546-page book in 2013 entitled “Mathematical Morphology in Geomorphology and GISci” that spans much of the field.

Let’s face it, the shapes or forms of geological objects are tantalizing, and some can be astonishingly complex. Landscapes, for example, often exhibit complex forms. Trying to describe their shapes alone can be challenging, but the greater challenge is to explain the processes and morphological forms that affect each other. Everyday features, such as stream meanders on broad floodplains, or lakes on floodplains with short lives, may be common, but they are not simple to categorize or analyze. All the while we’re dealing with interdependencies between features and processes. Interdependencies are invariably accompanied by complex cyclic and chaotic behavior. So do you still want to make predictions? Take heart, though, because there are some new tools to help you, and that’s where Daya’s work is relevant.

John W Harbaugh
Cedric Griffiths reports:
I resigned from CSIRO effective 30 June 2014, and as of 1 July my CSIRO address can no longer be reached. I have started a new company ‘StrataMod PTY LTD’ in Perth progressing stratigraphic forward modelling using primarily Sedsim.

CSIRO has transferred its interest in the Sedsim code to StrataMod effective 1st July 2014 and will no longer offer Sedsim licenses or projects based on its use. Please direct all future email to either cgriffiths@stratamod.com or cedric_griffiths@hotmail.com

Xiaogang (Marshall) Ma received the Inaugural ISCU-WDS Data Stewardship Award. The World Data System (WDS) of the International Council for Science (ICSU) supports long-term stewardship of quality-assured scientific data and data services across a range of disciplines in the natural and social sciences, and the humanities. The WDS Data Stewardship Award highlights exceptional contributions to the improvement of scientific data stewardship by early career researchers through their engagement with the community, academic achievements, and innovations. The award ceremony was held on Nov-04-2014, at SciDataCon2014, New Delhi, India, the same venue as for IAMG2014.

Ma also recently published his work in Nature Climate Change: Capturing provenance of global change information, by X Ma, P Fox, C Tilmes, K Jacobs, A Waple, Nature Climate Change 4 (6), 409-413.

Tim Coburn (University of Tulsa) writes:
On July 1 I became the director of our new School of Energy Economics, Policy, and Commerce. I continue to be the director of our Master of Energy Business, essentially an energy MBA, and have about 150 graduate students for whom I am responsible. The masters program is delivered online, so we are able to take students from all over the world. We also have an undergraduate program largely focused on energy business development.

---

John Tipper has become an Emeritus Professor of the Geologisches Institut, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität, Freiburg. He has just been awarded the Honorary Life Membership of IAMG. John was a Councilor from 1992 to 1996, and led the IAMG’s effort to publish a series of applications of mathematical geology called “Studies for Students” in association with the European Journal of Soil Science. Many of his own papers were published in Computers & Geosciences and he won the best paper award of C&G in 1991. Upon my request he sent in the following story.

I was the schoolboy who wanted to be a physicist – until he started to study physics at university! Fortunately, Cambridge had insisted that I take as a subsidiary subject this strange thing called geology, which truly let me be in the right place at the right time: Alan Smith, my first supervisor, was fitting continents together; John Dewey, who introduced me to the magic of field geology in Ireland, was applying plate tectonics to the Caledonian orogeny; Harry Whittington was showing how organisms and ecosystems could be reconstructed in deep time; and Brian Harland was running expeditions to Spitsbergen. Brian gets the blame (jokingly, of course) for keeping me away from a first possible contact with the IAMG. Ten weeks in Spitsbergen in the summer of 1968, completely cut off from the world, meant that I came back ignorant of all that had happened then in Prague. I certainly knew nothing of that one special event at the 23rd IGC.

I joined the IAMG in 1972, as a PhD student in Edinburgh. The would-be physicist had by then morphed into a would-be paleontologist, and one who relished Edinburgh’s stipulation – a quite unusual one for that time – that he also take a course in computer science. The computer facilities were excellent, even if primitive by today’s standards, and the quantitative modelling of fossil morphology and occurrence that I wanted to carry out was therefore feasible. I took this work further as a post-doc in Germany, and it was there, in Bonn, that my IAMG connection was sealed. Desperation was setting in, with the post-doc money about to run out and jobs for paleontologists as scarce as snow in summer. Then the IAMG Newsletter arrived, with an advert for a position at the Kansas Geological Survey. The deadline was past but I still sent in an application. I added a pathetic “I know I’m too late, but bear me in mind if you ever have anything else” footnote. Back came John Davis’ reply: “The position’s still open and it’s yours if you want it!” I did, and moved to Lawrence.

The KGS was then one of the centers of research in mathematical geology, so this newcomer had much to learn. I was part of the Geologic Research Section, with John Davis, John Doveton and Curt Conley as colleagues. My research focussed principally on developing and using CAD techniques to represent and visualize rock bodies, which in retrospect was exactly the right work at exactly the wrong time. The necessary computer hardware was then financially out of reach of all but the aerospace and automobile industries, which left me facing the wrong time. The necessary computer hardware was then financially out of reach of all but the aerospace and automobile industries, which left me facing the wrong time. The necessary computer hardware was then financially out of reach of all but the aerospace and automobile industries, which left me facing the wrong time. The necessary computer hardware was then financially out of reach of all but the aerospace and automobile industries, which left me facing the wrong time. The necessary computer hardware was then financially out of reach of all but the aerospace and automobile industries, which left me facing the wrong time. The necessary computer hardware was then financially out of reach of all but the aerospace and automobile industries, which left me facing the wrong time. The necessary computer hardware was then financially out of reach of all but the aerospace and automobile industries, which left me facing the wrong time. The necessary computer hardware was then financially out of reach of all but the aerospace and automobile industries, which left me facing the wrong time.

The move I made was to University College Galway, in Ireland, to teach paleontology and stratigraphy. Poorly funded, poorly housed and poorly equipped, the Geology Department at UCG was the opposite of what I had left behind in Kansas. Yet it could not have been bettered as a place to learn to teach, and as a place to continue accumulating that most precious of the geologist’s treasures – experience with rocks in the field. Moreover there was at UCG the golden opportunity to offer courses in mathematical geology, which let me experiment with bringing rocks and quantitative methods together in a teaching as well as a research context. Essentially I could start then to draw together those various threads that were part of what I had done before. I have followed this path ever since, first in Australia and finally here in Germany.

To me the defining characteristic of mathematical geology is its natural interweaving of desktop theory and practical fieldwork – the computer and the hammer. The founding of the IAMG gave formal recognition to this. I feel privileged to belong to the IAMG and to have been of service to it.

---

Mathematical geologist at work in the field, demonstrating Stromathactis in a Devonian mud-mound in Belgium (Les Wijts). The move I made was to University College Galway, in Ireland, to teach paleontology and stratigraphy. Poorly funded, poorly housed and poorly equipped, the Geology Department at UCG was the opposite of what I had left behind in Kansas. Yet it could not have been bettered as a place to learn to teach, and as a place to continue accumulating that most precious of the geologist’s treasures – experience with rocks in the field. Moreover there was at UCG the golden opportunity to offer courses in mathematical geology, which let me experiment with bringing rocks and quantitative methods together in a teaching as well as a research context. Essentially I could start then to draw together those various threads that were part of what I had done before. I have followed this path ever since, first in Australia and finally here in Germany.

---

John C. Tipper
Freiburg, Germany
CoDaCourse 2014

The CoDaCourse (7-11 July 2014), held on the premises of the University of Girona (UdG), provided an introduction to the theoretical and practical aspects of statistical analysis of compositional data, as well as an informal discussion forum on more advanced modelling topics.

Out of the 23 participants many came from different countries (e.g., Mexico, USA, Canada, Germany or Croatia) and many were members from universities and research institutes. During the course students received instruction on theoretical and practical CoDa techniques. Remarkably, ten students presented their own case studies to the rest of participants. After some discussion of progress, the last sessions were devoted to discuss their preliminary results and future research.

In addition, the summer school included two invited talks: Symbolic Data Analysis (P. Brito) and Three-way Data Analysis (M. Gallo). In these talks participants were exposed to different types of data and their possible connection with CoDa and their own case studies.

In the practical sessions students learned how to apply basic CoDa techniques and were introduced to available software. CoDaPack provides an easy-to-use tool for elementary exploratory analysis of CoDa. It was used in most teaching activities of the course. For more demanding statistical techniques, such as parametric zero replacement, discriminant or cluster analyses and regression, “Compositions” and other packages (e.g., compositions, robCompositions) for the open source statistical environment R was also used.

The Organizing Committee would like to thank the IAMG for accrediting the course, as well as all the participants for their collaboration. Particularly, we very much thank students for their encouraging participation! In this way they stimulated us to organize further editions! We look forward to their participation in the workshop CoDaWork-2015, to learn about their findings using the CoDa approach.

Thank you very much and CoDa-regards!

On behalf of the Organizing Committee,

J.A. Martín

International Workshop on Frontiers of Mathematical Geosciences

A workshop on Frontiers of Mathematical Geosciences was successfully organized by the R&D Center of the China Geological Survey and State Key Laboratory of Geological Processes and Mineral Resources, China University of Geosciences (CUG), at the China Geological Survey Beijing from October 8-10.

The workshop attracted about 120 participants from China. 13 oral presentations, five from outside of China and eight from China, were delivered at the workshop. Five Krumbein medalists of IAMG (FritsAgterberg, Pengda Zhao, Vera Pawlosky Glahn, Quiming Cheng and Jef Caers) were invited to give plenary presentations at the workshop.

Several IAMG council members and committee members including Yan Guangsheng (Chair of IAMG-GS Commission), Yongqing Chen and Gang Liu (IAMG councilors), Yongzheng Zhou (Chair of IAMG-CN) attended the workshop. The workshop was chaired by Dr. Yan Guangsheng (Head of the R&D Center of China Geological Survey) and Quiming Cheng (IAMG president). The workshop was jointly sponsored by the IAMG Chinese Section and Geological Survey of China. Students from two IAMG student chapters (at CUG and at Sun Yat-sen University chapter) participated. Members from IAMG-CN and Student Chapter at CUG were dedicated to serving this workshop.

This workshop in Beijing has special significance. In the age of Big Data, mathematical geosciences will play an irreplaceable role in the resources, environment and hazards problems in supporting the sustainability development of China. During the workshop, Guangsheng Yan guided the visit around the National Geological Institute. Archives for the participants. He expected the researchers in mathematical geosciences to make excellent researches by using these open scientific data online and offensive.

GeoMap 2014 Workshop

“Practical Aspects of Geochemical Exploration and Mapping with Logratio Techniques” held in Olomouc, Czech Republic, 16-20 June 2014

Thirty-seven applied/analytical geochemists and mathematicians/statisticians from Europe, USA, and Australia met for the week-long GeoMap Workshop to present and discuss issues and recent developments relating to compositional data. On the Monday and Tuesday morning a Short Course on “Geometry and Statistics of Compositional Data”, organised by Raimon Tolosana-Delgado and attended by a dozen people, started off the proceedings. From Tuesday afternoon to Friday, a series of themes structured around a keynote lecture each and two or three shorter presentations, followed by extensive round-table discussions, was planned. The half-day themes were: General issues (keynote lecturer: Clemens Reimann); Fractions, fractionation and multilayer data (Jennifer McKinley); Background versus anomaly detection (Antonella Bucciamenti); Absolute single-component mapping and uncertainty assessment (Karl Ellefsen); Identifying and mapping processes (Patrice de Caritat); and Analytical issues (Beata Walczak). Lively discussions demonstrated that there are still unresolved issues and problems specific to geochemical (compositional) data, e.g., related to data quality and logratio transformations, mapping single-component distributions, and back-transforming results to the original data space.

A balanced attendance by the geochemical and mathematical communities, ample time for both organised and informal discussions (all participants staying at the conference venue), the relatively small group allowing all to mingle and network, and the perfect organisation by Karel Hron and his colleagues, ensured a very successful Workshop. At the end of the week, six topics requiring further consideration were identified and working groups put together to tackle these out of session and aim for future publication of their findings. Excellent and abundant catering, diverse evening activities including an organ demonstration at the St Moritz Church (whose baroque organ has no less than 8000 pipes) and a conference dinner near the 18th century Svätý Kopeč (Holy Hill) monastery overlooking Olomouc, ensured that everybody left happy in addition to intellectually stimulated.

Patrice de Caritat & Clemens Reimann

Scatter diagrams illustrating data quality and transformation back-transformation issues.
Jenny McKinley showing inlays at Taj Mahal

Opening address by Qiuming Cheng

The team visit at Taj Mahal

The Student team JNU

Banquet with Jef Caers, Christien Thiart, Mrs and Mr. Cheng

N. Janardhana Raju, TRP Singh and Qiuming Cheng

Qiuming Cheng, Shailesh Noyak

Local organising committee

N. Janardhana Raju, Shailesh Noyak, Qiuming Cheng and Dean I S Thakur

JNU female students and staff

Clayton Deutsch receiving the Griffiths Award

Krumbein Medal for Jef Caers

From right: BK Sahu, G Srikanth, ?, Mr.&Mrs. Agterberg, Qiuming Cheng & Ming Wu, Christien Thiart

Bonquet with Jef Caers, Christien-Thiart, Mrs and Mr. Cheng
IAMG 2014 in New Delhi

The International Annual IAMG Conference on “Geostatistical and Geospatial Approaches for the Characterization of Natural Resources in the Environment: Challenges, Processes and Strategies” was organized for the first time on the Indian subcontinent and promoted the mathematical geosciences among the budding scientists working in the fields of geosciences. IAMG is part of the International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) which is devoted to international research and cooperation in the field of geological sciences. I take this opportunity to extend my sincere and heartfelt thanks to the President and Executive Committee members of the IAMG and to everyone who welcomed us the prior to organize the 16th Annual Conference at JNU by providing us organizational and financial support.

The conference began with welcome remarks by Prof. I.S. Thakur, Dean of School of Environmental Sciences. Dr. N. Janardhana Raju, Chairman of IAMG2014, explained the importance and introduced the themes of the conference. Prof. Quiming Cheng, President of IAMG, highlighted the programmes of International Association for Mathematical Geosciences during his presidential address. Delivering his address as Chief Guest of the occasion, Dr. Shailesh Nayak, Secretary, Ministry of Earth Sciences strongly emphasized the importance of earth sciences study and environmental issues in the Indian context. In addition, he also shared his thoughts for the exposure to mathematical application in the geosciences of the young researchers which is really in a nascent stage in our country. Dr. Shailesh Nayak delivered the inaugural keynote talk on “Societal Benefits of Earth System Sciences” by giving Indian examples.

IAMG2014 provided an opportunity to Indian earth and environmental scientists who desire to develop application of mathematical skills in earth sciences by interacting with eminent international scientists in the field of mathematical geosciences. In the long term we expect to exchange scientific and technical know-how between countries through scientists/researchers to facilitate the advance of studies in the field of mathematical geosciences. The IAMG program was organized into four parallel sessions and a variety of science discussions, lectures and workshops were chaired by national and internationally reputed leaders in the fields of environmental mathematical geosciences and geoinformatics. We are very happy to have received an enthusiastic response of 357 contributions (251 oral and 106 posters) from our co-researchers covering different parts of India and Germany, USA, Brazil, Norway, France, China, South Korea, Mexico, Japan, Australia, UK, Canada, Italy, Saudi Arabia, Croatia, Spain, Tajikistan, Malaysia and Sri Lanka, that encompass the identified themes of the conference viz: 3D Visualization in geo- and environmental sciences; Hydrology and time series analysis; Isotope hydrology; Environmental geochemistry and pollution; Climate and groundwater functions; Geochemistry of sediments; Compositional data analysis and its applications; Prediction and characterization of natural disasters; Fractal modeling; Multiple point geostatistics; Marine geology and oceanography; Advances in mining assaying techniques; Integrated geo-environmental systems; Digital geophysics; Mathematical morphological models in geosciences and geoinformatics; Remote sensing and geoinformatics for natural resources management; Sedimentary basin analysis; Observed changes in Himalayan cryosphere; Computer application in earth sciences; Spatiotemporal modeling; Agriculture, environment & ecosystems; New frontiers of mathematical geology for economic exploration; Spatial statistics for decision-making; Geoinformatics for economics exploration. Two pre-conference short courses were organized, one on Mathematical morphology in Geosciences and Geoinformatics by Prof. B.S. Daya Sagars, Bangalore, India and one on Time Series Analysis in Geology: An Antiquated Method? by Dr. Wolfgang Glossel, Martin Luther University, Halle, Germany. There were keynote talks by IAMG Award winners delivered by Prof. Jef Caes, Stanford University, USA on “Multiple-point Geostatistics: Stochastic Modeling with Training Images”; Prof. Clayton V. Deutsch, University of Alberta, Canada on “Managing Complex Relationships with Incomplete Data” and Prof. K.G. van den Boogaart, University of Freiberg, Germany on “Multiple Point Statistics Understood in Matheronian Principles”. Prof. Quiming Cheng, President of IAMG delivered a Keynote Speech on “Geometrical and Geoinformatical Challenges for Resourcing Future Generations” before the Valedictory ceremony. On the first day of the conference a welcome reception was organized in the evening, and a cultural programme of Indian dances was performed to entertain the conference participants. A cultural trip to Qutub Minar (a famous heritage site in Delhi) was organized for the participants on 19th October followed by the Banquet Dinner at Palika Services Officers Institute (PSOI), Chanakyapuri, New Delhi.

On the last day of the conference, the valedictory session was chaired by Prof. I. S. Thakur, Dean SES, JNU. Dr. M. Sudharak, Advisor, Ministry of Earth Sciences was the Chief Guest. The programme included the presentation of the IAMG Journal Student Awards, Conference poster awards, presentations of the best poster by Young Research Scientists, and the presentation of NRR Student Awards. Dr. M. Sudharak presented mementos to the winners.

IAMG Journal Student Awards

This year, two US$5,000 Computers & Geosciences Research Scholarships were handed out. Co-ordination of activities within the selection committee for the C&G scholarships was undertaken by Paul Cumine of Elsevier who has taken over from Katherine Eve as our Elsevier Publisher. Winners of our three US$2,500 Mathematical Geosciences Student Awards and two US$2,500 Natural Resources Research Student Awards were selected by the other committee chaired by Jeff Boisvert who kindly has taken over from Larry Drew who was the 2013 Chair. Two of the seven winners were actually in New Delhi participating in IAMG2014 so that they could be handed their certificates by the IAMG President at this time. These were Catarina Guerreiro (Lisbon, Portugal), winner of a Mathematical Geosciences Student Award, and Sujay Bandyopadhyay (Burdwan Univ., India), winner of a Natural Resources Research Student Award. The other winners were

NRR Student Awards: Ngoc Luan Mai in Australia

All award winners have received their certificates in the mail and have been sent their cash awards from the IAMG Treasurer.

Reminder:

Deadline for Student Grant applications is 31 May 2015!

See http://iamg.org/student-affairs

IAMG can be proud to have nine “active” Student Chapters on three continents. Hopefully, this is where many of our future members will come from. It is, however, difficult for them to keep their “active” status which requires an annual report and an active, frequently updated website. Only after repeated urging did Helmut Schaeben (Chair of SAC) receive 7 out of 8 Chapter reports which left a lot of questions open. Website maintenance is difficult for busy students, and that is reflected in the websites (http://iamg.org/student-affairs, student-chapters.html). None of the chapters list anything happening in 2014. That seems to be a sad state of affairs, no matter how busy the students are.

Ed.
2013 Best Paper Award for Mathematical Geosciences


Petros Gaganis is currently an Assistant Professor at the University of the Aegean, Department of Environmental Studies, Mytilene, Greece. He holds a Master of Science (1996) and a Ph.D. (2000) in Groundwater Hydrology from the University of British Columbia, Canada.

Phaedon Kyriakidis is a Professor at the Department of Geography of the University of the Aegean, Greece, and at the Department of Geography of the University of California Santa Barbara. He received his Ph.D. degree in Geological and Environmental Sciences (with specialization in Geostatistics in the Earth Sciences) from Stanford University, USA, in 1999 and his B.Sc. in Geology from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece, in 1994.

Request for Nominations for Special Lectures

IAMG selects and sponsors two lecturers each year: The IAMG Distinguished Lecturer and the George Matheron Lecturer.

The Distinguished Lecturer prepares a series of lectures preferably on a variety of subjects in the mathematical geosciences to be presented in places where IAMG Annual Meetings are not normally held.

The Georges Matheron Lecturer should be a scientist with proven research ability in the field of spatial statistics or mathematical morphology. This lecture is presented at the Annual Meeting of the IAMG.

Letters of nomination for both should include a curriculum vitae of the nominee and a short statement summarizing the ways in which he or she fulfills the nomination criteria (see http://iamg.org/special-lectures.html). Letters should be directed to the Chair of the Lectures Committee, Jennifer McKinley, by e-mail to: j.mckinley@qub.ac.uk

JOURNAL CONTENTS

Mathematical Geosciences

Volume 46, Issue 5, July 2014

Editorial: Special Issue on 20 Years of Multiple-Point Statistics: Part 2 — Grégoire Mariethoz, Philippe Renard

Using Multiple-Point Geostatistics for Tracer Test Modeling in a Clay-Drape Environment with Spatially Variable Conductivity and Sorption Coefficient — Marijke Huyssmans, Philippe Orban, Elke Cochet, Mathias Possemiers, Benedicta Ronchi, Katherine Lauriks, Okke Batelaan, Alain Davissargues

Impact of Data Density and Geostatistical Simulation Technique on the Estimation of Residence Times in a Synthetic Two-dimensional Aquifer — James L. McCallum, Daan Herckenrath, Craig T. Simmons

Simulation of Geological Contacts from Interpreted Geological Model Using Multiple-Point Statistics — Alexandre Boucher, Joao Felipe Costa, Luis Gustavo Rasera, Eduardo Motta

Adaptive Conditioning of Multiple-Point Statistical Facies Simulation to Flow Data with Probability Maps — Mortezak Khodabakhshi, Behnam Jafarpour

Simultaneous Estimation of Geologic and Reservoir State Variables Within an Ensemble-Based Multiple-Point Statistical Framework — Liangping Li, Sanjay Srinivasan, Haiyan Zhou. J. Jaime Gómez-Hernández

Conditioning of Multiple-Point Statistics Facies Simulations to Tomographic Images — Tobias Lochbühler, Guillaume Pirot, Julien Straubhaar, Niklas Linde

Announcement: Recognizing Outstanding Contributors to the Journal of Mathematical Geosciences: Professor W. Edwin Sharp, Past Editor-in-Chief

Volume 46, Issue 6, August 2014

Simultaneous Solving of Three-Dimensional Gravity Anomalies Caused by Pumping Tests in Unconfined Aquifers — Andréz Gonzalez-Quirós, José Paulino Fernández-Alvarez

Stochastic Fracture Propagation Modelling for Enhanced Geothermal Systems — Chaoshui Xu, Peter A. Dowd


Relation Between Level Set and Truncated Pluri-Gaussian Methodologies for Facies Representation — Trond Mannseth

Statistical Analysis of Fracture-Length Distribution Sampled Under the Truncation and Censoring Effects — Dmitry Kolyukhin, Ian Tveranger


Book Review: P. M. Adler, J.-F. Thovert, V. V. Mourzenko: Fractured Porous Media — Andrew Frampton

Volume 46, Issue 7, October 2014

A New Differentiable Parameterization Based on Principal Component Analysis for the Low-Dimensional Representation of Complex Geological Models — Hai X. Vo, Louis J. Durlofsky

A Multiple Training Image Approach for Spatial Modeling of Geologic Domains — Daniel A. Silva, Clayton V. Deutsch

Revisiting Multi-Gaussian Kriging with the Nataf Transformation or the Bayes’ Rule for the Estimation of Spatial Distributions — Gilles Bourgourdin


Announcements: The Editor’s Best Reviewer Awards 2013

Volume 46, Issue 8, November 2014

Editorial: Special Issue on Three-Dimensional Structural Modeling — Guillaume Caumon, Pauline Collon-Drouilliet

Smooth Surface Modeling of DEMs Based on a Regularized Least Squares Method of Thin Plate Spline — Chuanfa Chen, Yanyan Li, Xuewei Cao, Honglei Dai

Three-Dimensional Modelling of Geological Surfaces Using Generalized Interpolation with Radial Basis Functions — Michael J. Hillier, Ernst M. Schetselaar, Eric A. de Kemp, Gérvais Perron

Erratum to: Three-Dimensional Modelling of Geological Surfaces Using Generalized Interpolation with Radial Basis Functions — Michael J. Hillier, Ernst M. Schetselaar, Eric A. de Kemp, Gérvais Perron

An Uncertainty Model for Fault Shape and Location — Per Røe, Frode Georgsen, Petter Abraham-Perron

Inversion and Geodeviciency: Searching Model Space for the Answers — Mark Lindsay, Stéphane Perrouty, Mark Jessell, Laurent Ailleres

Periodic Void Formation in Chevron Folds — T. J. Dodwell, G. W. Hunt


Announcement: Best Paper Award 2013
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T.G. Adair, D.A. Dodge, W.R. Walter, S.D. Ruppert — Large-scale seismic signal analysis with Hadoop
Kyle T. Ashley, Matthew Steele-MacInnis, Mark J. Caddick — QuILC Calc: A MATLAB® script for geoboreamy based on Raman spectroscopy and acoustic modeling of quartz inclusions in garnet
Zhong Liu, Danielle Healy, William Teng, Steven Kempinger, Lenard Milich — Developing GIOVANNI-based online prototypes to intergrade TRMM-related global gridded products
Laurent Michel, Marco Picasso, Daniel Farinotti, Martin Funk, Heinz Blatter — Estimating the ice thickness of shallow glaciers from surface topography and mass-balance data with a shape optimization algorithm
Fabio Dioguardi, Pierfrancesco Dellino — PYFLOW: A computer code for the calculation of the impact parameters of Dilute Pyroclastic Density Currents (DPDC) based on field data
Pawel Wolniewicz — SedMob: A mobile application for creating sedimentary logs in the field
Blazej Bucha, Juraj Janák — A MATLAB-based graphical user interface program for calculating fluid flow in a medium of potential up to ultra-high degrees and orders: Efficient computation of irregular surfaces
Ashton F. Flinders, Larry A. Mayer, Brian A. Calder, Andrew A. Armstrong — Evaluation of active and multi-biounctivity using nagd crossover error analysis and compilation of a full-resolution data product
Christian Jaucide, Egil Syre, Kjetil Sverdrup-Thompson — GIS-aided avalanche warning in Norway
GregoireMariethoz, SylvainLefebvre — Bridges between multiple-point geostatistics and texture synthesis: Review and guidelines for future research
C&G Volume 67 (June 2014)
Jungkyun Shin, Wansoo Ha, Hyunggu Jun, Dong-Jeong Kim, Chang-Soo Yoon — 3D Laplace-domain full waveform inversion using a single GPU card
M. Berti, A. Simoní — DFLLOW: A free program to evaluate the area potentially influenced by debris flow
Pablo Calvín, Pablo Santolaria, Pablo Tiezr, Alicia Muñoz, Antonio Casas, Luis Arlegui, María A. Zapata — y-gRaph: An OpenOffice application to reconstruct paleoestress fields from stress tensor data
Jeremy C. Conner, Michael J. Olsen — Automated quantification of distributed landslide movement using circular tree trunks extracted from terrestrial laser scan data
Mattia Natali, Tore Grane Klausen, Daniel Patel — Sketch-based modelling and visualization of geological deposition
Richard A. Ketcham, Romy D. Hanna — Beam hardening correction for X-ray computed tomography of heterogeneous natural materials
David Clifford, James E. Payne, M.J. Pringle, Ross Searle, Nathan Butler — Pragmatic soil tomography of heterogeneous natural materials
Abdoul Nasser Ibrahim — Visualizing 3D geological structures with digital globes — A case study from the Pyrenees
Robert Sturm — A software tool to evaluate performance tools (QUIMET)
Alexandre Fioravante de Siqueira, Wagner Massayuki Nakasuga, Aytion Paganimosse, Carlos Alberto Tello Saenz, Aldo Elouzi Job — An automatic method for segmentation of fission tracks in epiderid crystal photomicrographs
Xuefeng Zhang, Bo Liu, Jieqiong Wang, Zhe Zhao, Kaili Shao — Isolation from Welch’s t-test based on a permutation method, cross validation and bootstrap technique
Yathunanthan Vasuki, Eun-Jung Holden, Joo Min, Changsoo Shin — 3D Laplace-domain transient groundwater flow
Hermann Klug, Alexander Knoch — A SMART groundwater portal: An OGC web services oriented framework designed to improve data access and visualisation in New Zealand
C&G Volume 70 (September 2014)
Zhengtuo Cui, Claire Welty, Reed M. Maxwell — Modeling nitrogen transport and transformation in aquifers using a particle-tracking approach
Habib Di, Dengliang Gao — A new algorithm for evaluating 3D curvature and curvature gradient for improved fracture detection
C.M. Freeman, K.L. Boyle, M. Reagan, J. Johnson, C. Rycroft, G.J. Moridis — MeshVor: A three-dimensional Voronoi mesh building tool for the TOUGH family of codes
David W. Dobson, K. Todd Holland, Joseph Calantoni — Fast, large-scale, particle image velocimetry-based estimations of river surface velocity
Hai Ha Le, Helmut Schaben, Heinrich Jasper Ines Görz — Database versioning and its implementation in geoscience information systems
Tania Mochales, Thomas G. Blenkinsop, Representation of paleomagnetic data in virtual globes — An application on the Permian-Cenozoic boundary
Ali Danandeh Mehr, Ercan Kahya, Cahit Yurdelen — Linear genetic programming application for successive-station monthly streamflow prediction
Pradeep K. Rawat — GIS development to monitor climate change and its geographical consequence on non-monsoon crop pattern in Himalaya
Davide Tiritani, Roberto Cremonini, Federica Maffei, Armando Ricciarda Gaeta, Seppo Barbanera — The DEFENSE (debris Flows trigEred by storms nowcasting system): An early warning system for torrential processes by radar storms using a Geographic Information System (GIS)
Jiyuan Li, Lingkui Meng, Frank Z.W. Wang, Wen Zhang, Yang Cai — A Map-Reduce-enabled SOLAP cube for large-scale remotely sensed data aggregation
Gilda Currenti, Rosalba Napoli, Antonino Sicali, Filippo Greco, Ciro Del Negro — GEOFIM: A WebGIS application for integrated geophysical modeling in active volcanic regions
Xue Li, Tao Huang, De-Tang Lu, Cong Niu — Accelerating experimental high-order spatial statistics calculations using GPUs
Jesus Mateo Lázaro, José Ángel Núñez Marañón, Alejandro Garcia Gil, Vanessa No Rojo — ROMY: A 3D-geoengineer tool with digital elevation models’ properties using GPU programming
Qian Huang — Development of a Saas application probe to the physical properties of the Earth’s interior and its applications
Heidi Daxberger, Ron Dalumpines, Darren M. Scott, Ulrich Riller — The ValleyMorph Tool: An automated extraction tool for transverse topographic symmetry analysis from SRTM data and valley width to valley height (VH)-ratio
Felix Rubio, Mauricio Hanzich, Albert Farrés, Josep de la Puente, José María Cela — Finite-difference staggered-grid GPU solver for anisotropic elastic wave propagation simulation
Cristian Pérez-Gregoire Mariethoz, Julián M. Ortiz — Verifying the high-order consistency of training images with data for multiple-point geostatistics
Huayi Wu, Lan You, Zhipeng Gui, Shuang Gao, Zhenqiang Li, Jingyun Yu — FAST: A fully asynchronous and status-tracking pattern for geoprocessing services orchestration
P. Lai, C. Samson, P. Bose — Surface roughness of rock faces through the curvature of triangulated meshes
Ting-Shiuan Wang, Teng-To Yu, Shing-Tsz Lee, Wei-Ling Lin, Pei-Ling Li — MATLAB code to estimate landslide volume from single remote sensed image using genetic algorithm and imagergy similarity measurement
Hojun You, Dongsu Kim, Yongwon Seo — HydroConnector: A tool for estimating stage height of engaged river site based on standardized hydro web services and HPG model
Anita Olóriz, Mario Chica-Olmo — Regression trees for susceptibility mapping
J. Kostarelos, J.W. Wolker — Neural approach to inverting complex system: Open-source MATLAB algorithms for the analysis of neural network model for time series analysis of online marine data

C.G. Volume 72 (November 2014)
G. Moreno Chávez, D. Sarocchi, D. Dumas — A generalization of the local roughness of rock faces through the curvature of triangulated meshes
Matthias Jungmann, Hansgeorg Pape, Paulo Wilkirk, Christoph Clauer, Thomas Berlage — Assessment of the changes induced by a wave energy farm in the nearshore wave conditions
F. del Jesus, M. Menéndez, R. Guanche, I.J. Guedes Soares — Assessment of the changes induced by a wave energy farm in the nearshore wave conditions

C.G. Volume 73 (December 2014)
Lukáš Zedek, Jan Šembera — Effective computer simulation of equilibrium adsorption with limited solubility
M.B. Bird, S.L. Butler, C.D. Hawkes, T. Kotzer — Numerical modeling of fluid and electrical currents through geometries based on synchrotron X-ray tomographic images of reservoir rocks using Avizo and COMSOL
M. Aratano, C. Abancó, V. Covilli, M. Hörlimann — Processing the ground vibration signal produced by debris flows: the methods of amplitude and impulse computation
Chen-Chen, Zhenjie Chen, Manchun Lin, Yongxue Liu, Liang Cheng, Yibin Ren — Parallel relative radiometric normalisation for remote sensing mosaics
Yongxiang Cai, Xin Wang, Kezhen Hu, Mingzheng Dong — A data mining approach to finding relationships between reservoir properties and oil production for CHOPS
David Eränen, Juhua Oksanen, Jan Westerholm, Tapani Sarjakoski — A full graphics processing unit implementation of uncertainty-aware drainage basin delineation
Christoph Leitner, Peter Hofmann, Robert Marschling — 3D-modeling of deformed halite hopper core from surface parameters
Christian Hirt, Michael Kuhn, Sten Claessens, Roland Paul, Kurt Seitz, Thomas Gruber — Study of the Earth's short-scale gravity field using the ERTM2160 gravity model
Hai Hu, Xiaohang Liu, Peng Hu — Voronoi diagram generation on the ellipsoidal earth
Bruce MacVicar, Scott Dilling, Jay Lacey — Multi-instrument turbulence toolbox (MITT): Open-source MATLAB algorithms for the analysis of high-frequency flow velocity time series datasets
Wenqing Li, Wenyan Wang, Xiaoyan Liu, Liang Pei, Fadong Guo — A dynamic relearn- ing neural network model for time series analysis of multi-scale watershed delineation
Agustina Buccella, Allejandra Cechich, Matias Pol’ia, Maximilian Arias, Maria del Socorro Doldan, Enrique Morsan — Marine ecology service reuse through taxonomy-oriented SPL development
Anto A. Micheal, K. Vani, Sanjeevi — Automatic detection of ridges in lunar images using phase symmetry and phase congruency
Antonio Morales-Esteban, Francisco Martínez-Alvarez, Sanja Scitovski, Rudolf Scitovski — A fast partitioning algorithm in adaptive Mahalanobis clustering with application to seismic zoning
Hongzhu Cai, Bin Xiong, Muran Han, Michael Zhdanov — 3D controlled-source electromagnetic modeling in anisotropic medium using edge-based finite element method
David Caviedes-Voulliéme, Carmelo Juez, Javier Murillo, Pilar García-Navarro — 2D dry granular free-surface flow over complex topography with obstacles. Part I: experimental study using a consumer-grade RGB-D sensor
Bakhitar Feizizadeh, Majid Shadman Roodpooshi, Piotr Jankowski, Thomas Blaschke — A GIS-based methodology for the multi-criteria evaluation for landslide susceptibility mapping
Rute Coimbra, Victor Rodríguez-Galiano, Federico Oloriz, Mario Chica-Olmo — Regression trees for modeling geochemical data An application to Late Jurassic carbonates (Ammonitico Rosso)
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Wikipedia Articles on IAMG

Wikipedia articles on International Association for Mathematical Geosciences (IAMG) and its associated features such as IAMG medals, special lectures, awards and prizes have recently been created. Now members of IAMG may take an active role in updating these articles from time to time, and also when new information on IAMG is available. These articles, to name a few, that need rigorous editing to make sure that they provide rich error-free information with proper web-links of verifiable sources (mostly secondary sources) can be accessed at:

Griffiths Teaching Award: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Cedric_Griffiths_Teaching_Award
Vistelius Award: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrei_Borisovich_Vistelius_Research_Award

New positions at HIF in Freiberg!

The Department of Modelling and Valuation of the Helmholtz Institute Freiberg for Resource Technology is offering several positions, for people with background in (geo)informatics/computer science or economics of the mineral value chain. The Helmholtz Institute Freiberg for Resource Technology (HIF) was founded in 2011 as an initiative of the German Federal Government to foster research along the whole value chain of mineral resources of high technological relevance, and it is a part of the Helmholtz Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), member of the Helmholtz Society, the largest German research institution.

The Department of Modelling and Valuation works on the mathematical modelling of deposits, ores, mining, processing and their economic and ecological effects, which involves several of the fields of expertise of IAMG (geostatistics, compositional data analysis, stereology, stochastic modelling and optimisation, etc.). This is done in close collaboration with all other departments of the HIF and the corresponding institutes at Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg.

The profiles sought are:

- 28/2014: A programmer and system administrator, for a technical position as an IT-expert in cooperation with the IT department of HZDR; moreover, this person should be able to support the department in its scientific questions, so knowledge or experience in numerics, database programming, process simulation and acquaintance with cluster systems will be favoured.
- 30/2014: A senior researcher in the field of Economics of raw materials/resources, for a position as group leader in the research area “Economics of raw materials”. The group should be formed by around 6 people, including PhD and master students. Experience in quantitative valuation of natural resources, the economic and financial aspects of mineral resources, or in industrial management, as well as leading skills are expected.
- 27/2014: A PhD position in the field of Economics of raw materials/resources, in cooperation with the professorship “Finance, Centre of Finance, Risk & Commodity Management” from the Technische Universität Dortmund, in the topic of risk management in the market of mineral metal resources.

More information, the exact job description (with the codes given above) and application procedures can be found at: https://www.hzdr.de/dbs/jobs_list?pNid=490

If you are interested, hurry up!

The Annual Danie Krige Medal Award

Daniel Gerhardus Krige (26 August 1919 – 3 March 2013), one of South Africa’s most influential mining engineers and geo-statistician of international repute, passed away last year. The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM) will honour his memory and contribution to the mineral industry through several activities:

- The publication of a Danie Krige Commemorative Volume of the Journal (2014-2015);
- The Danie Krige Geostatistical Conference to be held in August 2014;
- An annual Danie Krige Memorial Lecture to be facilitated by the School of Mining Engineering at the University of the Witwatersrand;
- The annual award of a Danie Krige medal for a qualifying geostatistics paper published in the SAIMM in the previous year.

Process and criteria for medal paper nomination and selection

Process

An awards sub-committee of the Council will be convened under a chairperson as agreed by Council.

The Chairperson nominates four adjudication panel members from the geostatistical community who are requested to participate in the process of adjudication. These members should preferably, but not necessarily exclusively, be SAIMM members.

A call for nomination and submissions for the award of the Danie Krige Memorial Medal is drafted and issued by the sub-committee.

The timing of the selection and adjudication process should be such that award of the medal is made at the Annual General meeting of the SAIMM in August of each year.

Selection Criteria

The Danie Krige Medal will be awarded annually to the author (or co-authors) of the best geostatistical paper published in the previous calendar year. The Danie Krige medal will comprise a 38 mm diameter medal in an engraved rosewood case and carry an impression of Danie Krige on one side and the SAIMM logo on the other. Accordingly, SAIMM members would be invited to nominate and/or submit papers for consideration on an annual basis. The following criteria will govern the award:

Papers on theoretical or applied geostatistics are eligible;

The papers must have been published in the Journal of the SAIMM in the preceding calendar year;

Nominations for the award may be made by a member of the SAIMM (who is not an author) or submissions may be made by the author(s);

Nominations and submissions must be submitted by email in pdf format to the SAIMM for attention of the Chairperson of the Danie Krige Medal committee;

An individual may only submit one paper (or be nominated, based on one paper) for the award in any year;

No award will be made if none of the papers in a given year meet the minimum standards of the Danie Krige Medal committee. In evaluating, the committee will use the following criteria and apply their professional judgment:

- The impact and contribution to knowledge of the paper in its specific field;
- How innovative are the ideas or techniques described in the paper;
- The relevance of the problem being addressed, and
- How well the paper is written (language, structure, supporting figure etc.);

Only one paper, or one series of papers on a topic by the same author, per year, will qualify for the award;

The decision of the Danie Krige Medal committee on the award of the medal will be final; and

Award of a Danie Krige Medal excludes the winning paper from consideration for any other SAIMM publications awards, i.e. the SAIMM Gold and Silver medals for Journal papers.
Upcoming Meetings


EGU 2015 European Geoscience Union, General Meeting, Vienna, Austria, 12-17 April 2015. (Session 3.6 organized by Cheng and Ägerter with at least 11 speakers). http://www.egu2015.eu


AAPG 2015 Annual Convention, Denver, Colorado, 31 May - 3 June 2015. www.aapg.org/events/conferences/ace


SIAM Conference on Mathematical and Computational Issues in the Geosciences (GS15), Stanford University, Stanford, California USA, 29 June - 2 July 2015. www.siam.org/meetings/gs15

International Statistical Institute, 60th ISI World Statistics Congress, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 26 - 31 July 2015. ISI Permanent Office, P.O. Box 24070, 2490 AB The Hague, The Netherlands. Phone: +31-70-3375737, Fax: +31-70-3360025, E-mail: isi@ebs.nl; www.isi2015.ibge.gov.br

2015 Joint Statistical Meetings, Seattle, Washington State Convention & Trade Center, 9 - 12 August 2015. E-mail: jsmi@amstat.org www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015


Geomodel 2015, 17th science and applied research conference on oil and gas geological exploration and development, Gelsenzhik, Russia, 7 - 10 September 2015. www.eage.org/event/index.php?eventid=1334


Mathematical Morphology in Geosciences

A two-week long summer school on “Mathematical Morphology in Geosciences” is going to be held from 24 March 2015 to 8 April 2015 at the Indian Statistical Institute-Bangalore Centre, Bangalore, India. This summer school is being organized at the suggestion of the Department of Science and Technology (DST), Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India. The number of attendees is restricted to 20 in-service scientists and/or faculty members. These attendees would be selected by the DST. About 4 to 6 overseas participants may be accommodated to attend this summer school. Local hospitality may be given to those overseas participants. Those who are interested may contact the coordinator of the summer school at: bsdsgsar@isibang.ac.in.

B. S. Daya Sagar
Indian Statistical Institute-Bangalore Centre, India

35th IGC

In just under two years’ time, we will be welcoming you in Cape Town, South Africa for the 35th IGC. As you can imagine, preparations are already well underway, and we thought you would be interested in what we have planned. Renowned South African geologist, Dr Richard Viljoen, gives you some background to what we are planning in a video on the website www.35igc.org

PROGRAMME

The most important aspect of the Congress is its very extensive Technical Programme, featuring papers, posters, short courses and workshops. The principal themes for the scientific program are: Geoscience in Society, Geoscience in the Economy and Fundamental Geoscience. Your contribution to this program is crucial. You can find the call for proposals for symposia, short courses or workshops on the website. In addition, please feel free to contact the Technical Chair, Prof Laurence Robb (Laurence.robb@earth.ox.ac.uk) for further information.

SCIENTIFIC FIELD TRIP

We have some really exciting field trips planned, but the highlight is certainly the Great Southern African Geo-safari Train Trip. You can find more information about the route and some of the highlights here http://goo.gl/1Vz2Fu.

EXHIBITION AND ADVERTISING BOOKINGS OPEN

The 35th IGC is an excellent opportunity to connect with geologists from around the world. One of the best networking forums at the event will be the exhibition centre. Bookings for booths for the Conference is now open. Please go to http://goo.gl/fhvDTO and book your booth/s or advertising space. (The IAMG has already reserved its own booth space.)

EARLY BIRD BOOKING CLOSES 31 DECEMBER 2014 SO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE DISCOUNTED RATES!

A new style of IAMG conference

IAMG2015 is the first IAMG conference not financed by the local organizing committee but underwritten by IAMG itself; therefore you, our members, are asked to help organize this meeting. IAMG2015 invites contributions along the whole field of Mathematical Geosciences and Geoinformatics without limitation to predefined sessions. You are invited to define focus sessions, where you meet your best colleagues in the field. The interactive process of focus session definition has started and will end January first. Simply log in with your iamgmembers.org login and password to www.iamg2015.de and look at the session proposals, define your own session or contact tentative conveners for improvements. Make this Conference your conference. Non-members can contribute to the process by opening a login. Abstract submission is possible as of now and ends February 1, 2015. Together we can define the ideal scientific program in the field of our society. We know that this is a tight schedule after the late date of IAMG2014 in Delhi, but acceptance is based on short abstracts, and we would like to have a discussion conference, where you can discuss your ideas with your peers. Therefore, IAMG2015 invites you to extend your “long” abstracts to full papers and submit them to the journals of our society.

The core scientific program takes place from September 7 to 10 in Freiberg (Sachsen) Germany which has a history of 750 years of silver mining, hosted by the world’s oldest mining university, the TU Bergakademie Freiberg, celebrating its 250th anniversary during the year of the conference, and by a new research Institute, the Helmholtz Institute Freiberg for Resource Technology, founded recently by the German central government as a National Research Institution, key part of its Resource Strategy. Walk the streets where high tech elements like Alexender von Humboldt learned their science, and concepts like sustainability were invented.

Along with the scientific program we have a rich social program of optional activities consisting of geological fields trips, touristic activities, short courses and special activities for young presenters and high level keynote lectures from the 2015 award winners of the IAMG. The program is still open for contributions. Please see www.iamg2015.de and the article on page 5 for details.
THE DANIE KRIGE GEOSTATISTICAL CONFERENCE
Geostatistical geovalue — rewards and returns for spatial modelling
Johannesburg · 19–20 August 2015

THEME
The theme of the conference is 'Geostatistical Geovalue — Rewards and Returns for Spatial Modelling', a theme which emphasizes the importance of and adds value to spatial modelling, especially in the context of mineral resource/reserve estimation and mining industry applications. This theme will bring to the process of mine evaluation practitioners a platform to present their work and contribute to the advancement of this field.

OBJECTIVES
This conference provides authors who have recently published papers in the SAIMM’s Danie Krige Commemorative Volumes, a platform to present their research. In addition an invitation to geostatisticians, resource estimation practitioners, and those with an interest in geostatistics to present new papers for inclusion in the proceedings is open. This conference will explore advanced in technology, methodology, and case studies demonstrating the application of geostatistics. It will cross the commodity boundaries, with applications presented from precious to base metals, and diamonds. This is an excellent opportunity to be involved in constructive dialogue and debate, and to keep abreast with the latest practice in this specialist field.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
The conference provides a platform for:
• engineers
• mineral resource managers and practitioners, across the mining industry
• consulting and academic, to present their work and contribute to the advancement of this field.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONFERENCE
The conference provides a platform for:
• mineral resource managers and practitioners, across the mining industry
• consulting and academic, to present their work and contribute to the advancement of this field.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Prospective authors are invited to submit titles and abstracts of their papers, in English. This abstract should be no longer than 300 words and should be submitted to:

Yolanda Ramokgadi
Conference Co-ordinator, SAIMM
P.O. Box 61127, Marshalltown, 2107, South Africa.
Tel: +27 (0) 11 834-1273/7
Fax: +27 (0) 11 803-0300
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za

DATE
23 January 2015 Submission of abstracts
2 February 2015 Acceptance of abstracts
2 March 2015 Submission of papers
10 August 2015 Conference

The SAIMM reserves the right to publish all, or parts of, the papers presented at this conference.

EXHIBITION/Sponsorship
Sponsorship opportunities are available. Companies wishing to sponsor or exhibit should contact the Conference co-ordinator.

For further information contact:
Conference Co-ordinator, Yolanda Ramokgadi
SAIMM, P.O. Box 61127, Marshalltown, 2107, Tel: +27 (0) 11 834-1273/7
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za
Website: www.saimm.co.za

First Announcement & Call for Papers